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RJ practices in Belgium 

• Victim-offender mediation (dominantly) 

 

• Family group conferencing (modest practice) 

 

• Peacemaking circles (pilot project) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
VOM: Recommendation N°R(99)19 of the Council of Europe: ‘[Mediation is] a process whereby the victim and the offender are enabled, if they freely consent, to participate actively in the resolution of matters arising from the crime through the help of an impartial third party (mediator)’Recommendation N°R(99)19 concerning mediation in penal matters, adopted by the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe on 15 September 1999 and explanatory memorandum. Family group conferencing: The same kind of process, but family members and/or other supporters of V and O are included in the meeting;Often more emphasis on the underlying problems of the conflict circles (pilot project)Most inclusive modelParticipation of V and O, family members, supporters, members of the local community and justice personnelLook at the conflict in all its aspects: also the harm to the community is looked at and restoration is considered to the victim and to the community, the participants are there to support V and O in the analysis of the problem, in the identification of the solution and the execution of the reparation. Different kinds of circles; sentencing circles (preparation of the sentence, peace making circles – now tried out in Belgium) Flexible, open processes in which the participants determine what will be on the table.



RJ can be beneficial for victims 
and offenders 

• Recognition in practice, research and at 
different policy levels 

• Council of Europe Recommandation  R(99)19 
concerning  mediation in penal matters (1999) 

• UN Basic principles on the Use of Restorative 
Justice Programmes in Criminal Matters  

• EU-directive 2012/29/EU of 25 October 2012 
establishing minimum standards on the rights, 
support and protection of victims of crime. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Beneficial to victims and offenders: of course if the process is of good quality ; not suited for all victims and offenders‘can be beneficial’Council of Europe recommendation has been an instrument intended to stimulate the development of VOM by providing a solid framework. Has been influencial, has moral authority, but is not binding.Basic principles are largely based on the Council of Europe Recommendation, but enlarges the field of application to also e.g. conferencing and circles.  The directive does not go as far as to require a right to access RJ services , but requires from member states that they facilitate the referral of cases to RJ services (through the establishment of procedure or guidelines)That they guarantee the quality of the RJ practices through the respect of certain safeguards (especially voluntariness and confidentiality, art. 12 ) and the training of the RJ professionals (art. 25)  The directive is binding and enforcable.



Benefits for victims and offenders 

Varies from case to case, but often mentioned are: 
– Having a say, being able to participate actively in their 

own case  
– Communication with the other party, obtaining 

information, answers 
– Giving and receiving an apology 
– Receiving financial reparation 
– Decrease in anxiety and anger (victims), decrease of 

symptoms of post-traumatic stress 
– Indications that it can be a factor supporting 

offenders in the process of desistance 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Financial reparation not on top in the list, often not the first priority for victims.The answers, the information are sometimes needed for people to be able to come to terms with what happened, to be able to start the process of mourning, to turn the page.Desistance: see Beth Weaver and new project coordinated by the European Forum on RJ



RJ practices in Belgium 

Penal mediation  Restorative 
mediation 

Mediation and 
conferencing for 
juveniles 

Code of Cr. Proc. 
since 1994 

Code of Cr. Proc. 
since 2005 

Juvenile protection 
law; since 2006 

Adult offenders Adult offenders Juvenile offenders 

Application limited 
as to seriousness of 
the offences 

No limits as to 
seriousness or type 
of offences 

No limits as to 
seriousness or type 
of offences 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Penal mediation introduced after a short pilot project. Restorative mediation introduced in the law after an experimental period of more than 10 years: local project, national project establishing the practice gradually in each jurisdiction by concluding protocols between all the local actors concerned: prosecutor, mediation service, police, …Mediation for juveniles developed in pilot projects since the mid-1980s before introduction in the law. Conferencing introduced in 2006 in the law after an experimental period of 3 years (2000-2003).Penal mediation: the objective was to develop a fast and effective reaction on pettty crime in the context of an overloaded court system. Initially focus on arranging financial reparation, but later enlarged in practice.Restorative mediation focused on establishing communication between V and O, and help the parties to come themselves to an agreement on the terms and conditions which will help to establish pacification and restoration.Mediation and conferencing as a priority, as the first way to resolve cases, in the heart of the juvenile protection system.Penal mediation limited to facts for which the prosecutors deems not to have to ask for an imprisonment of more than two years or a more severe sentence. It is thus the evaluation of the case by the prosecutor that counts, not the maximum penalty foreseen in the law.Recidivism is not an obstacle. In case of extenuating circumstances it could thus be possible to have a penal mediation for offences for which the law prescribes 15 to 20 years of emprisonment.In practice we see often: theft, assault and battery, exhibitionism, fraud, damage to public property … Rather less serious casesRestorative mediation: in practice serious to very serious offences (different forms of theft, robbery, homicied, murder, sexual delinquency, domestic violence, fraud…)Mediation and conferencing for juveniles: important variation in degree of seriousness of the facts, rather less serious than very serious offences.  Research does not show that limiting the seriousness of the offences is indicated.Certain offences require more experienced mediators and/or specific methodology (see Austria on domestic violence cases)Benefits  can be particularly high in case of serious offences (more at stake, people struggle with more issues…)



Penal mediation  Restorative 
mediation 

Mediation and 
conferencing for 
juveniles 

Pre-trial diversion 
Part of the criminal 
procedure 

Pre-trial and post-trial 
Parallel to criminal 
procedure 

Pre-trial and trial 
Part of the criminal 
procedure 

Prosecutor 
proposes 

Persons who have a 
direct interest in a 
criminal  procedure 
have a right to access; 
The judiciary has an 
obligation to inform 
and the possibility to 
propose. 

Prosecutor or judge 
propose; 
Has a priority status: 
has to be considered 
before any other 
measure 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Penal mediation: at any stage of the criminal procedure and during the execution of the sentenceRestorative mediation :People with a direct interest in a criminal procedure ‘are offered the possibility of a mediation’: victim, offender, relatives of murdered persons… They have the madate to ask for the mediation.The jucdiciary has to see to it that the persons concerned are informed of the possibility of a medation.Juveniles: Mediation can be proposed by prosecutor and judgeConference can only be proposed by the judgeThe priority rule does not seem to work  low number of referrals



Penal mediation  Restorative 
mediation 

Mediation and 
conferencing for 
juveniles 

Mediation by a 
justice assistant 

Professional mediators  
staff of an NGO doing 
only medition 

Professional mediators 
part of an NGO 
dealing with juvenile 
offenders 

Report to the 
prosecutor, but also 
held to professional 
secrecy 

No reporting required 
Agreement to judicial 
file if parties agree 

Very brief report 
Agreement transferred 

Extinction of the 
prosecution 

The judge can take into 
account, but must 
mention in the 
judgement that 
mediation took place 

Prosecutor and judge 
take into account if 
mediation or 
conference agreement 
executed 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How many mediations? Hesitant to cite numbers, because differences in the way of counting; but to have some idea:Penal mediation: about 1500 mediations in 2011Restorative mediaton: about 2000 in 2011Mediation with juveniles: : in Flanders 3770 referrals in 2010 (half of the country), Conferencing with juveniles: in Flanders  75 referrals to conferencing in 2010. Penal mediation: report to the prosecutor, but not very clear how detailed the report is.‘L’assistant de justice exécute ses tâches de médiation pénale ‘sous la surveillance et l’autorité et en collaboration avec le PdR’ (mandat, suivi de l’évolution du dossier).L’assistant de justice est tenu au respect du secret professionnel.Restorative mediation: Taking into account the agreementDifficult for judges to know how to do this, practically: lower sentence, different nature of the sentence (fine instead of imprisonment, suspended sentence with probation…Sorts of outcomes:  Information, Excuses, financial reparation, agreement on future behaviour, engagement to follow a therapy, a training of another form of guidance, opinion on the penalty



Accessibility 

• A right to access? Only in restorative mediation 

• An effective right to access? 
– Referrals/information by the judiciary and other 

justice professionals (victim support, probation 
workers, prison staff…)  

– Awareness of the general public (self-referrals) 

– Proactive way of approaching potential participants 

– Quality information 

– Possibility to access when ready for it  

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Referrals stay low in proportion to the potential number of mediations / conferences. Referrals stay very dependant on persons (see practice of visiting potential referrers regularly and helping with selection of cases); lack of knowledge; lack of attention for this dimension (professional culture)  develop procedures, train the professionalsInforming of the possibility:On back of the complaint form and the summons to appear in courtWritten and orally through a phone contact or through a visit at home.Acess when ready: implies the possibility of mediation at each stage of the criminal procedure and during execution of teh sentence



Quality of mediation 

• Voluntariness 

• Confidentiality 

• Impartiality of the mediator/facilitator 

 

Influenced by: 

Training of mediators 

Organisational context 

Procedure  



RJ in Belgian prisons 

• 1996: Minister of Justice stresses the 
importance of introducing the victim in the 
stage of detention 

• 1998-2000: action research in 6 prisons 

• 2000: one RJ advisor appointed in each 
Belgian prison  main tasks: 
– Providing information on RJ to prison staff and 

prisoners; create openness and make people 
receptive  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Action research: Carried out by two universitiesGoal: to examine the possibilities and difficulties, the chances and the risks of a RJ oriented prison system; and to experiment with different kinds of activities and programmes.Lots of resistance; the victim perspective was hardly presentTasks RJ advisor:



– Organising activities, often in collaboration with 
external parthers, e.g. 

 

• Information sessions for inmates on the topic of 
the civil party 

• Sessions with inmates on the consequences of 
crimes to victims (victim support – victim in focus) 

•Make VOM possible at the stage of imprisonment 

• Set up a compensation fund 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Civil party: inmates got very little information about what is their due to the civil party: Who, amount, how to payCompensation fund: Allows inmates to do voluntary work for a social profit organisation (exit premission granted by the prison). The money earned goes to the victim in order to pay the sum due to the civil party; only a part of the sum due can be paid in this way.Allows to take responsibility, victims get their money, the outside world gets to see the inmate in a different perspective.Individualised project: meaningful workVictim is involved in the decision process



• 2008: the RJ advisors became members of the 
management staff and RJ is one of their tasks, 
but working on a ‘restorative detention’ stays 
part of the mission of the prisons (obligation 
to develop a ‘minimum package’). 

 

• 2012: inequal implementation  a new 
impulse is given by the central administration 
to develop RJ related activities and to set up a 
compensation fund in more prisons. 

 



Challenges for the future 

Lots of expertise developed. 

Firm legal framework. 

Developing RJ is still an ongoing process with 
many challenges: 

• Creating more knowledge and awareness with 
professionals 

• Keeping the topic on the agenda 

• Creating more public awareness and support 

 



Thank you for your attention! 

More information: 
katrien@euforumrj.org 
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